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MINIMAL IMMERSION OF PSEUDO-RIEMANNIAN MANIFOLDS

By

Liu Hui-Li

1. Preliminares.

Let El be the n-dimensional Pseudo-Euclidean space with metric tensor

given by

g=-±(dxty+ 2 {dxjf
i=l j=3+l

where (xu x2,･■■,xn) is a rectangular coordinate system of E%. (E%, g) is a flat

Pseudo-Riemannian manifold of signature (q, n―q).

Let c be a point in E%+1 (or Effi) and r>0. We put

S%(c, r)= (iE£,a+1: g(x-c, x-c)=r2}

H≫(ctr)={x^E≫#'.g{x-c, x-c)=-r2).

It is known that S%(c, r) and H%(c, r) are complete Pseudo-Riemannian manifolds

of signature (q, n―q) and respective constant sectional curvatures r~2and ―r~2.

Sq(c, r) and H%(c, r) are called the Pseudo-Riemannian sphere and the Pseudo-

hyperbolic space, respectively. The point c is called the center of S%(c, r) and

H*{c, r). In the following, SJ(O, r) and Hj(0, r) are simply denoted by S%(r)

and Hq(r), respectively. AT^ denotes the Pseudo-Riemannian manifold with

metric tensor of signature (p, n ―p). The Pseudo-Riemannian manifold, the

Pseudo-Euclidean space, the Pseudo-Riemannian sphere and the Pseudo-hyperbolic

space are simply denoted by the P―R manifold, the P―E space, the P―R

sphere and the P―h space. The P―R manifold A/? is called the Lorentz mani-

fold and the P―E space E＼ is called the Minkowski space.

Let /: M ^>Ni be an isometric immersion of a P― R manifold M in

another P―R manifold A^. That is f*g=g, where g and g are the indefinite

metric tensors of M$ and A7£,respectively. T(M%) and TL{Mf) denote the

tangent bundle and the normal bundle of M|＼ 7, 7 and 1L denote the Rieman-

nian connections and the normal connection on Mf, N% and TX(M^), respectively.

Then for any vector fieldsX, Y<bT(M$), v(=Tl{M ),we have the Gauss formula

VYY=VrY + B(X.Y).
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the Weingarten formula

Vxv=-A＼X)+lxv,

where B is the second fundamental form of the immersion, Av is the Weingarten

map with respect to v, and

g{A＼X),Y)^g{B{X,Y),v).

Let Nq be a P―R manifold with the metric tensor g. A tangent vector x to

N% is said to be space-like, time-like or light-like(null)if g(x, x)>0 (or x=0),

g(x, x)<0 or g(x, x)=0 (and x^O), respectively.

Let M be a submanifold of N£. If the Pseudo-Riemannian metric tensor

g of N% induces a Pseudo-Riemannian metric tensor, a Riemannian metric tensor

or a degenerate metric tensor on Mf, then M% is called a P― R submanifold, a

Riemannian submanifold or a degenerate submanifold, respectively. For the

nondegenerate submanifold, we have the direct sum decomposion

r(A^)=T(M )crHM )

and TX(M%) (the normal bundle) is also nondegenerate. In the following, we

assume that the submanifold is nondegenerate.

A normal vector fieldv^TL(M%) is said to be parallel if Viv=0 for any

vector X eT(M£).

Let Mg be a nondegenerate submanifold in 7Vg"and eu ez,･･■,em be an

orthonormal local basis on M$. The mean curvature vector H of Mfi in A/£is

defined by

1
i/=―Sstfl(e<, et), ei―g(eu et)=±l.

m i=i

The nondegenerate submanifold M of A/^ is said to be minimal if the mean

curvature vector H of Mfi in A^n vanishes identically.

For any real function / on M%, the Laplacian A/ of / is defined by

m
Af=-gJ%Vif= ~ ^Ueieif-ltietf)

1=1
(cf. [2]).

Lemma 1. ([3], [4]) An isometric immersion x of a P―R manifold M in

a P―E space E% satisfies

Ax=―mH

where H is the mean curvature vector of the immersion and A is the Laplaciar

of M .

Lemma 2. ([3], F4]) Let M'f be isometrically immersed in a P―R sphen
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S?+k-＼c,r) or a P-h space H .＼k-＼c,r) of the P-E space £ +*. Then the

mean curvaturevector H of M in E +k and the mean curvature vector Ho of

M in Sgm+*"1or H Jik~lsatisfy

H=H0-e(x-c)/r2.

Where x is the immersion of Mf (as the vector field in

x : M^-^S^k-＼c, r), then £=1, // x : M ->H%LXk-＼c, r)

E?+k) and s

then s= ―l.

= ±1, if

2. The minimal immersion in S^+k-＼r)or H^L＼k'l{r).

Lemma 3. Let M (m^2) be a nondegeneratesubmanifold of a P―E space

E% and H be the mean curvaturevector of M% in E%. x denotes the position

vectorfieldof M in E＼. If x=aH for some a^O on M , theng(H, H)i-0 on

M , where g is the metric tensorof E%.

Proof. Suppose g{H, H)=0 and x―aH for some g^O on Mf. Then

g(x, x)=a2g(H, H)―Q. Since Ax ――mH, so

0=Ag(x, x)=2g(Ax, x)~2g(lx,Ix)

= -2mg(H, x)-2g{lx, Ix)

= -2j?(Vx,7x),

that is g(lx, Ix) =0. It is impossible because M$ (w^2) is nondegenerate.

Q.E.D.

Theorem 1. // an isometric immersion x : M£^>E%l+k of a P―R manifold

M (m^2) in a P―E space E^+k satisfies Ax=bx for some constant b^O

(1) when b>0, then x realizes a minimal immersion in a P―R sphere

S +k~l(Vm/b) of the sectional curvature b/m in E +k; conversely if x realizes a

minimal immersion in a P―R sphere of the sectional curvature r~＼r>0) in Ef+k}

then x satisfies &x―bx up to a parallel displacement in the P―E space E +k and

b=m/r2.

(2) when b<0} then x realizes a minimal immersion in a P―h space

H +＼k~l(Vm/―b) of the sectional curvature b/m in E +k; conversely if x realizes

a minimal immersion in a P―h space of the sectional curvature ―r2(r>0) in

E +k, then x satisfies &x―bx up to a parallel displacement in the P―E space

£nm+* and b--mlr%.

Proof. Let Ax=bx, b=pO, then we have bx― ―mH by Lemma 1. Since

Xg(x, x)=2g(X, x)=0. where g is the metric of E +k,it yieldsthat six, x)=
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constant =£0 by Lemma 3. So x realizes an immersion in

H%Xk~＼c,r). And by Lemma 2 and bx――mH, we have Ho=0.

a minimal immersion in S^+k~＼c,r) or H^ih~l{c, r) in E +k

(£-±1).

S +k~Xc,r) or

Thus x realizes

and r= Vm/eb

Conversely, if x realizes a minimal immersion in S +k~＼c,r) or H^L＼k~＼c,r)

in E +k, then by Lemma 2, we have

H=-e(x-c)/r% (e=±l)

and Ax = ~mH. Thus, we obtain

A(x ―c)―― m(―s(x ―c)/r2)=$m(x ―c)/r2

b=em/r* (s=±l). Q.E.D.

Corollary 1. An isometric immersion x : M%->E +k of a P―R manifold

M% in a P―E space E^+k is minimal if and only if Ax=Q.

Corollary 2. // an isometric immersion x : M%-^>E +k of a P―R manifold

M in a P―E space E%+k satisfiesAx=bx for some constant h^O, then b is

necessarilypositive and x realizes a minimal immersion of a P―R manifold M

in a P―R sphere S%+*-＼Vm7b) in the P-E space E%+k.

Proof. For any isometric immersion x: M%->E%+k, the vectors of the

normal space of M in E%+k are space-like. Then by Lemma 2, e= + l.

o. k. n.

COROLLARY 3. // an isometric immersion x : M%^E£$ of a P―R manifold

M in a P―E space E%+£ satisfiesAx = bx for some constant b=£Q, then b is

necessarily negative and x realizes a minimal immersion of a P―R manifold Mft

in a P-h space H U-iWm/-b) in the P-E space E^kk.

Proof. By the condition, we know the vectors of the normal space of M

in E^U are time-like. So in Lemma 2, e=―1. Q.E.D.

3. The spectrum of S%(r) and //J?_i(r).

In this section we consider the Laplacians A of S%(r) and H^Lt(r) acting on

functions. We obtain the constant b that satisfiesAf=bf, /q£0, where A is

the Laplacian of S%(r) or HjLi(r).

Let M% be a P―R manifold. The Laplacian of M% has various expressions
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= -trace (7rf/)

= ―trace (Hess /),

where Hess / denotes the Hessian of the function /. Let eu e2,･･･,em be an

orthonormal local basis on M%, then

m
A/= ― Set Hess /(e<,<?*) (ei=^(eif 00= ±1).

For each point jigMJ1, pick an orthonormal set of geodesies (vt)parameterized

by arc length and passing through y^M$ at s=0 and satisfying Vi(0)=et.

Xhpn ■≪/≫≫hnvp>

m
A/O0=-Se*

i=0
-£</-*X0)

(cf. [2] P. 33, P. 86).

For the P―R sphere 5 (1) and the P―h space #£_i(l)in the P―E space

E%+1, let y^S$(l) or /f^_i(l)be a point. Then jy determines a unit vector ex

in Z? +1. For 5^(1) et is a space-like vector and for // _i(l) ex is a time-Sike

vector. Let ez,es,･■･,em+l be an orthonormal basis of Ty(S%(l)) or T3/(//^l_1(l)).

Then ei, e2>･･･,em, em+1 form an orthonormal basis of Ty(E%+1).

If ^(e,,eJfCe*, et)=l ii^2) on S (1) or H _x(l),the geodesic y<(/^2) through

y with velocity vector et at jy is given by

i>f(s)=(coss)0i+(sins)<?f f=2, 3, ･･-,(m+l)

where s is arc length parameter.

If gOi, ei)#(e<,et)=-l (/^2) on S (1) or //JL,(1), the geodesic yt (i^2)

through j> with velocity vector et at 3;is given by

Vi(s)=(coshs)0i+(sinhs)0i i=2, 3,■■･,(m+l).

Let / be a function on E%+1 and x1, x2, ･･･

associated with elt e2, ･■■,em+1. Consider the

using the chain rule, we have

if g(elf e1)g(eu et)

d(foyt)

ds

= 1 (i^2)

dU'vd

if g(ex, ex)g{ei} et)=

ds

-1 (i^2).

= ―(sins)
3/

dx1

xm+1 be the Euclidean coordinates

functions (f"Vi)(s)=f(vi(s)). By

OX1

=(sinh s)yV +(cosh s)-~
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Therefore, for y=vi(0)> we have

dHf-Vi)

ds2
(0)-

3/

ax1
(y)+SfW

if g(eue1)g(ei,ei)=-i (*^2).

Let e=-£(e1, eOg(eu et)(z^2). Then

ASP(1)(//Sm
m + l dHf°V-<)

m + 1
s

i = %

m + ]

2

i=2

.≪(.-^rO0+

s

*f
(v)-

Si Ox4)2 ;

37 ,.,,

(30

97 (v))

1 = 2 dx<W

m+1 fj*f dt

t= 2 (OX1) OX

ABP-t<l＼f/Hm_ia)Xy)=-m£et
ds*

(0)

m+1 / B f 32 f ＼
,§4i^)+(3WW)

m+1

s

1 = 2

But

(*)

Therefore,

(A*? /Xy)=-S≪i

~dr
= krk-lQ

Si

d*f
≪-≫-grM

O0-≪i (30
d2f

d2Q

g2/

(dxlf

If we denote by r the "distance" function from a point in E%+1 to the origin,

then we obtain

(AE"+V)/S?(l)=A<<≫(//S?(1))-0-/s irm^/s?(1),

(A*?+I/)/^,(i)=A^"i>(//fl-1(i))+-ai-/flj.
l(i)+'≫-

^/

fljLl(i)

Consider a homogeneous polynomial Q of degree k^O on E%+1. Let Q

Q/Sm(l) or Hm (!)･ Tnen Q―rkQ. Thus we find

k(k-l)rk'*Q
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If Q satisfiesA£ Q=0, Q is called the harmonic-like homogeneous poly-

nomial. So we have

AsP^Q=k(m+k-l)Q,

A"Z~iWQ=.-k(m+k-l)Q.

Let Mk be the vector space of harmonic-like homogeneous polynomials of

degree k on E%+＼ With the same method of [5] P.238-P.240, we can prove

dim JCk =
(T)

(m+k

＼ k-

Here, we give out another proof about dim Mk

Assume
m+1 d2 P d2

A ― ― V ―- A'― V -

~2)

2 /

m+1 ()*

they are the Laplacians of Em+1 and E$+1, respectively. J. denotes the vector

space of complex coefficientharmonic homogeneous polynomials of degree k

about A. J, denotes the vector space of complex coefficientharmonic-like homo-

geneous polynomials of degree k about A'. Let F(x＼ x2, ･･･,xm+1)<=Jl. We have

0=AF(x＼ x＼■■■,xm+1)

TO + l
23

£= 1

d2F

≪+i d2F

t=p+i (dx1)2

m + 1 32

+ s

(*■=-!)

)F<- ixl, ―ix2, ･･■,―ixv,

{dxlf

d2F

tti (dx1)2
+ 2

-( & d2
≫=p+i(dx'Y

xp+l, xp+＼ ･･-, xn+l)

^A'Fi-ix1, -ix＼ ■■■,-ixp, xv+l, ■■■,xm+1).

Therefore, FC―ix1, -ix＼ ■･･,―xip, xp+1, ･･･, xm+1)ejl and
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d(/, y＼ ･■■

I S(x＼ x＼

where. yl=ix1, y2~ix2, ■■■,yp=ix
p

dimci=dim<J. But dim Jl=(
k I

y

dim ≪J=

ym+1)

2>+i_xp+i) ...
t 3,m+i_xm+ii

xhus we obtain

(TV2)- so

jm+k＼ ,m+k-2＼

＼ k /

^

k-2

)

Theorem 2. The spectrum of the Laplacians of the P―R sphere S%(1) am

the P―h space H^_i(l) in the P―E space ££+*is given by

hk = k(m+k-l) (fe^O)

and
bk = -k(m+k-l) (k^O)

respectively. And the multiplicityj{bk) of bk is given by

y(W=l, y(6i)=m+l,

(m+k＼ (m+k-2＼

＼ k I ＼ k-2 I

Since S?(r) with S (1) and H^(r) with H^l) are homothetic, we have

Theorem 3. The syectrum of the Laplacians of the P―R sphere Sf(r) and

the P―h space H^{r) in the P―E space Ef+1 is given by

bk=r~2k(m+k-l)
and (k^Q, r>0),

bk = -r-2k(m+k-l)

respectively. And the multiplicityj{bk) of bk is given by

/(W=l, i(bi)=m+l,

(m+k＼ fm+k-

Kbk)=[
＼ k ＼ k-2

(k^2).

4. The minimal immersions of the P―R sphere and P― h space.

Theorem 4. Let M=S (r) or H^x(r). M is isometrically minimally im-

mersed in 5g(l) or //£_i(l).Then for k=0, 1, 2, ･･･,we have
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r-2_
m

k(m+k-l) '
n^(m+k2-l)

(m+fe-2)!

kl(m-l)＼

Proof. By Theorem 1, for the immersion /,

Af=bf, h>0; /:Af―>SJ(Vm7&)=SJ(l)

9

h<0; f:M―*H2_1(Vm/-b)=H≫_1a).

Then, b―m or b= ―m for S£(l)or i7^_1(l),respectively. With Theorem 3, we

have

bk = k(m+k-l)r-z for S$(r)

bk = -k(m+k-l)r-2 for JfJLxCr).

So

m=b=k(m-＼-k ―l)r~2 or m=―/)=―(―^)(m+^ ―l)r"2.

Therpfnre

r-2
m

k(m+k-l) '
n^(m+2k-l)

(m+fe-2)!

k＼(m-l)＼
Q.E.D.

Remark. By Theorem 1 and Theorem 3, we have

(1) M (r) (r<0 is a constant) can not be isometrically minimally immersed

in SJQ).

(2) The Riemannian manifold Mm(r) with the constant sectional curvature

r<0 can not be isometrically minimally immersed in the Riemannian sphere

Sn(l).
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